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Abstract
Introducing a source for a bi-local composite operator, we calculate its effective poten-
tial in the renormalization group of Standard Model with no involvement of technicolor.
The potential indicates the breaking of electroweak symmetry below a scale M due to a
nonzero vacuum expectation value of neutral component for the SU(2)-doublet operator
at a scale Λ, fixed by the measured masses of gauge vector bosons. The masses of heav-
iest fermion generation can be evaluated with a good accuracy: mt(mt) = 165 1 GeV,
mb(mb) = 4.180.38 GeV and mτ (mτ ) = 1.780.27 GeV, if we explore the equations for
infrared fixed points of calculated Yukawa constants as well as the local higgs approxima-
tion for the bi-local source below the cut-off Λ. After a finite renormalization of source,
the parameters of effective Higgs field potential can be calculated at the scale of Λ, when
the fixed point condition drives the M value to the GUT scale. The estimate of infrared
fixed mass for two almost degenerate Higgs fields gives the value mH = 3065 GeV, and
third scalar is more heavy, mH = 552  9 GeV. Some phenomenological consequences
are discussed.
PACS numbers: 12.60.Rc, 11.15.Ex, 12.60.Fr, 14.80.Cp
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1 Introduction
At present, the Standard Model exhibits almost a total success in experimental measurements
[1]. The only question being a white spot on its body, is the empirical verication of mechanism
for the spontaneous breaking of electroweak symmetry. In this respect, the minimal model
involving a single local Higgs eld brings a disadvantage: the stability of potential under the
quantum loop corrections requires a restriction of quadratic divergency in the self-action by
the introduction of \low" energy cut-o   103 GeV, which is not a natural physical scale
standing far away from what can be desirable [2]: the GUT scale, MGUT  1016 GeV [3],
or even the Plank mass, MPl  1019 GeV. The reason for putting the  to be so small, has
to originate beyond the Standard Model. Two highways to a \new physics" merit the most
popularity. The rst one is a technicolor [4] postulating an extra-strong interaction for new
technifermions, which form some \QCD-like" condensates, breaking down the electroweak
symmetry and giving the masses to the ordinary gauge bosons. Despite some problems with
the generation of realistic mass values for the quarks and leptons and suppression of flavor
changing neutral currents, the extended technicolor [5] provides quite a clear picture for what
happens in the region deeper than 103 GeV. However, the most strict objection against such
the way is the comparison with the current measurements, which disfavor the technicolor
models possessing the calculability [6].
A general consideration of models with the condensation of heavy fermions is reviewed in
ref.[7].
The second way is a supersymmetry reforming the quadratic divergency in the self-action of
Higgs eld into the logarithmic one, so that it prescribes the scale  to be a splitting between
the particles of Standard Model and their super-partners. Therefore, the supersymmetry has
to be broken in a manner conserving the logarithmic behaviour of renormalization, which is
an additional challenge to study and a degree of ambiguity. However, the advantage is the
stability of Higgs potential, so that  certainly is a reasonable scale reflecting the physics
in the supersymmetric theory. What remains is the question: why the basic SUSY scale is
so \low" in comparison with the GUT scale? Hence, the naturalness is again the problem
standing in the higher-quality context.
Postponing a supersymmetric extension in a time, in this paper we develop a new insight
into the breaking of electroweak symmetry by means of exploring the dynamics of SM to
calculate an eective potential for a source of bi-local operator with no technicolor interactions.
The physical reasoning for the choice of operator under study was hinted in ref.[9]. So, in the
second order of perturbation theory we write down the following contribution to the action:
iS2m = −
∫





where we have introduced the notations LL for the left-handed doublets and LR for the right-
handed singlets, B is the gauge eld of weak hypercharge Y , Y is its coupling constant.
Note, that the gauge eld of local U(1)-group is the only one interacting with both the left-
handed and right-handed fermions. If we suggest a nontrivial vacuum correlators with the
characteristic distance r  1=v
h0jT[ /B(x)LL(x)  LR(y) /B(y)]j0i ) (x− y)
v4
h0jT[ /B(x)LL(x)  LR(x) /B(x)]j0i
2
 (x− y) v; (2)
supposing that the scales of expectations for BB and LL LR are driven by v
2 and v3, respec-
tively, then the Dirac masses of fermions are determined by the action1
Sfm 
∫





In this way we extend the SM action by the initial bi-local bare J-term
Sib =
∫
dxdy NJ  J(x; y) [LR(x) /B(x) /B(y)︸ ︷︷ ︸ LL(y)]−
∫
dx(x)J(x; x) + h:c:;
where NJ = Y  Yl  YR, and  ︸︷︷︸ denotes the propagation, i.e.






to the leading order of perturbative theory in the Feynman gauge. To the bare order the
equation of motion for the bi-local eld results in the straightforward substitution of local
eld , as it stands in the above consideration for the correlators, developing the vacuum
expectation values. After the analysis of divergences in the J-dependent Green functions, the
corresponding contra-terms must be added to the action. Then the J-source can be integrated
out or renormalized, that results in a Higgs-like action, containing some couplings to fermions
as well as a suitable potential to develop the spontaneous breaking of electroweak symmetry.
In this paper we calculate the eective potential up to the quartic term for the sources
corresponding to the bi-local composite operators of quarks and leptons to the one-loop accu-
racy of renormalization in the SM. The normalization condition of potential parameters: 2
and  standing in
V (Jy; J) = −2  JyJ +   (JyJ)2;
is strictly dened in the SM, since we do not involve some additional interactions. Therefore,
both 2 and  for a nonfundamental source must be equal to zero, exactly, i.e. V = 0,
which, however, can be satised at a single scale M because of logarithmic renormalization
for couplings, so that
2(M) = 0; (M) = 0:
Below M , the mass parameter 2() depending on the \infrared" cut-o , is positive, and
the electroweak symmetry is broken down. So, we suppose that the bi-local representation is
valid in the range of virtualities: [; M ], and below  we can explore the local Higgs elds.
Thus, for a walker traveling from low scales to higher ones, the whole picture of electroweak
symmetry breaking looks as the following:
1. The SM extension with several Higgs elds is the local theory with the ultraviolet cut-o
.
1By the way, Eq.(3) implies that in the SM the neutrino is massless since its right-handed component is
decoupled, YR = 0.
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2. The parameters of Higgs potential at the scale  is matched with the eective potential
of bi-local source, calculated in the range [; M ], so that M denotes the scale, where the
potential is exactly zero.
The value of , hence, can be related with the masses of gauge bosons, or the vacuum ex-
pectation value (vev) vSM for the Higgs eld in the SM. The value of M is xed by a simple
requirement: at the matching point  the Yukawa constant of t-quark, say, is determined by
the condition of infrared xed point [10]. This supposition makes M to grow to the GUT
scale, that implies the solution of naturalness. So, we can read o the third point:
3. The Yukawa constants of heaviest fermions in the local theory have the matching con-
ditions at  to the couplings given by the bi-local representation, so that the infrared
xed point for the t-quarks is exactly reached.
The masses of b-quark and  -lepton can be also calculated after the use of both the denite
matching at  and infrared xed points in the RG equations below .
Finally, the potential of Higgs elds at  can serve to estimate the masses of neutral scalar
particles by means of RG evolution and the infrared xed point for the quartic vertex .
The important property of xed points under consideration is that the Yukawa constants
and quartic coupling are given by appropriate combinations of gauge coupling constants.
Thus, the local theory with the local Higgs elds and the electroweak symmetry breaking
can be certainly matched to the eective potential of sources for the bi-local composite oper-
ators of quarks and leptons at the scale  and to the corresponding Yukawa constants, which
are calculable in the region of virtualities [; M ], so that the xed point matching of t-quark
coupling results in M living in the GUT area.
The paper is organized in the following way: Section 2 is devoted to the denition of
sources for the bi-local composite operators and calculation of eective potential to the one-
loop accuracy. The masses of gauge bosons and Yukawa constants of fermions are evaluated
in Section 3 at the scale . The exploration of infrared xed point conditions for the Yukawa
constants and quartic Higgs coupling is considered in Section 4. Numerical estimates of masses
for the heaviest fermions as well as the Higgs elds are given in Section 5. The obtained results
and the points of discussion are summarized in Conclusion.
2 Sources of composite operators and effective potential
Let us dene the following bare actions for the sources of bi-local operators
Sτ =
∫
dxdy Nτ  Jyτ (x; y) [R(x) /B(x) /B(y)︸ ︷︷ ︸ L(y)] + h:c:;
St =
∫
dxdy Nt  Jyt (x; y) [tR(x)  n /B(x) /B(y)︸ ︷︷ ︸ n  tL(y)] + h:c:; (4)
Sb =
∫
dxdy Nb  Jyb (x; y) [bR(x)  n /B(x) /B(y)︸ ︷︷ ︸ n  bL(y)] + h:c:;
where we have introduced the SU(3)-triplet unit-vector ni, so that n  n = 1, and the n-
dependent terms in the eective action after the account for the loop-corrections have to be
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averaged over ni to restore the explicit invariance under the transformations of SU(3). For






aijFa, we can straightforwardly check that
hninji = 1
3




For nonzero YL and YR, which are under consideration, we can redene the factors NJ to
include the hypercharges into the denition of sources, so that ~Np = Y and ~Jp =  YL YRJp
for p = t; b;  , which will not change the nal results concerning the physical quantities:
masses and couplings. In what follows we will omit the tildes for the sake of briefness.
In the calculations of eective potential we consider the global values of sources independent
of local coordinates: @x,yJ(x; y)  0. The corresponding vertex derived from actions (4) is
shown in Fig. 1. For the t-quark it has the form
Γt = iY J
y tR(p)  n −4i
p2
n  tL(p) + h:c: (5)
Jy
L R
Figure 1: The vertex of global source Jy for the bi-local operator of left-handed and right-
handed fermions, where the huge dot denotes the propagation of hypercharge gauge boson.
The diagrams for the calculation of quadratic and quartic terms of eective potential are
shown in Figs. 2 and 3, respectively.
The parameters of potential
V (Jy; J) = −2  JyJ +   (JyJ)2; (6)































Figure 3: The (JyJ)2-term in the eective potential.
which are independent of the fermion flavor. Here PL =
1
2
(1 − γ5) is the projector on the















As we have already mentioned in the Introduction, the eective potential has to be subtracted,
so that at the scale M it equals zero, exactly, since we deal with the source of composite












4Y (M)(1 − 2())2; (12)
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with the normalization (M) = 1. The scale-independent factors 2,4Y (M) can be removed
by the redenition of sources: J 0 = Y J , which we imply below. In addition we introduce
J() = 1
Λ2

















Remember, that the potential parameters are the same for all charged heavy fermions: t-quark,
b-quark and  -lepton. The density of vacuum energy is independent of flavor, too,










d4x V (vac) ∑ 1
42
;
and it is independent of .
3 Masses of gauge bosons and Yukawa constants
The diagrams, which result in the masses of gauge bosons, are shown in Fig. 4, where the
permutations over the gauge bosons are implied.
We straightforwardly nd that the couplings of gauge bosons are proportional to the dif-





2gµν  (QL1 −QR1 )(QL2 −QR2 )Aµ1Aν2gµν ;
where QL,R denote the charges of left-handed and right-handed fermions. This implies that
the vector-like gauge bosons, i.e. when QL = QR, remain massless.





















Figure 4: The (AiAj)-terms in the eective potential of gauge bosons.
where W is the Weinberg angle [11], as usual, and the sum is taken over the heavy flavors
p = t; b;  . As we have seen in the previous section p =  is independent of flavor, and,














so that v2SM = 3v
2  (174 GeV)2, when the potential at the scale  has the form2
V (hp; h
y
p) = −22 hyp  hp + (2)2 (hyp  hp)2: (19)
We check that the quadratic term −22 is exactly given by the one-loop calculation in the
local 4-theory with  = (2)2 and cut-o .
The masses of fermions at the same scale can be derived from the diagram shown in Fig. 1
by putting the fermion momenta to the given virtuality, p2 = 2. Then, after the appropriate
subtraction [ ! (1− )] we get
mp = p  v;
with








τ (v) = 3t(v): (21)





Thus, we have calculated the masses of gauge bosons, Yukawa constants of heaviest
fermions and the parameters of Higgs potential at the scale , which have to be matched
with the quantities of local theory valid below .
2There is a possibility to change the convention on the prescription of scale by replacing Λ ! v.
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4 Infrared fixed points
To the moment we have the local theory with three neutral Higgs elds, which are coupled
with the appropriate heavy fermions in each sector, with the cut-o , where the Yukawa
couplings have to be matched with the values calculated in the eective potential of sources
for the composite operators.




















































where g23 = 4s is the QCD coupling, g
2
Y = 4Y is the hypercharge coupling, and g
2
2 =
42 is the SU(2)-group coupling. At \low" virtualities about v  100 GeV, the dominant
contribution to the -functions of quark couplings is given by QCD. We suppose that the










Y (v) + 22(v)  64
9
s(v); (23)














Due to the contribution by the hypercharge the dierence between the RG equations for b
and t causes the reach of infrared xed point for the b-quark at a lower scale than for the
t-quark. Indeed, the xed point condition for the b-quark reads o
9
2
(2b()− 2t ()) = −g2Y (): (26)






for small changes, so that





















since the evolution of t-quark mass above the scale v is determined by the running of eective
constant, which is negligibly small in the interval [v; mt], and, hence, mt(mt)  mt(v) with













Next, we can evaluate the mass of  -lepton in the same manner. At low energies we modify
the RG equation for the  -coupling, neglecting the four-fermion weak interactions and taking








































where b3 = 11− 23nf = 9 at nf = 3. From (30), (32) and 2t = 64s=9 we deduce the relation









Note, that the one-loop evolution to such the large change of scales is quite a rough approx-
imation. To improve the estimate of  -lepton mass we integrate (31) numerically with the
same boundary conditions and extract the value under consideration.
Let us consider the way to estimate the masses of neutral Higgs bosons. The RG equations














where at = ab = 1, aτ =
1
3
, and we neglect the contribution given by the electroweak gauge
couplings. This approximation is quite reasonable, since at (v) the quartic couplings (v) =
(2)2 dominate. For the Higgs elds coupled to the t- and b-quarks, the infrared xed points







which implies that the corresponding masses of scalars are degenerated with a high accu-
racy. Let us evaluate the scale of reaching the infrared xed point. The evolution can be











































although the straightforward equation for the scale in (35) can be more accurate numerically.




we have the estimates





2s(H)  v: (38)
As for the Higgs eld coupled with the  -lepton, it is quite easily recognize that the corre-
sponding scale  is much greater than for the scalars coupled with the heaviest quarks, and,
hence, its mass is greater than we have considered above. Indeed, we can use the evolution of

















s(Hτ )  v:
To the moment we are ready to get numerical estimates.
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5 Numerical evaluation and the naturalness
First of all, the vev’s of Higgs elds are directly given by the masses of gauge bosons, so that
v = 100:8 0:1 GeV;
and the cut-o
 = 2v = 633:0 0:6 GeV;
where we use the experimental data shown in Table 1.
mW , GeV 80:41 0:09
−12 29:60 0:04
mt, GeV 174 5
Table 1: The experimental data on the electroweak parameters [1, 6].
The estimates for the masses of fermions depend on the values of QCD coupling constant.
We put the value3
s(mZ) = 0:122 0:003;
which corresponds to the 
(5)
MS
= 255  45 MeV in the three-loop approximation for the -
function. We suppose that the threshold values for the changing the number of active quark
flavors are equal to m^b = 4:3 GeV and m^c = 1:3 GeV. The variation of threshold values is
not so important in the estimates in contrast to the uncertainty in s, which dominates in the
error-bars.
Then we can numerically solve the equations in the previous section to nd the current
masses
mt(mt) = 165 1 GeV;
mb(mb) = 4:18 0:38 GeV; (40)
mτ (mτ ) = 1:78 0:27 GeV:












t = 173 2 GeV;
m
(p)
b = 4:62 0:40 GeV:
The QED correction to the  -lepton mass is negligibly small.
3The central value is slightly displaced from the “world average” αs(mZ) = 0.119 0.002 [13], though it is
within the current uncertainty. However, this parameter corresponds to the LEP fit [1] as well as to the recent
global fit of structure functions [14].
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We see that the t-quark mass is in a good agreement with the direct measurements. The
b-quark mass is in the desirable region. It is close to that of estimated in the QCD sum rules
[15], where mb(mb) = 4:25  0:15 GeV [16]. It is worth to note that the pole mass is not
the value, which has a good convergency in the OPE approach (see references in [16]), so
we present it to the rst order for the sake of reference. However, we stress also that the
deviations from the central values are caused by the uncertainties in the s running.
The infrared xed masses of neutral scalars, coupled with the t- and b-quarks and the
 -lepton, equal
mH = 306 5 GeV; mHτ = 552 9 GeV; (41)
which can be compared with the global t of SM at LEP yielding mH = 76
+85
−47 GeV [1]. The
central value of this t was recently excluded by the direct searches at modern LEP energies,
where the constraint was obtained mH > 95 GeV [1, 6]. We expect, however, that many-
doublet models of Higgs sector have a dierent connection to the LEP data. Indeed, the t of
SM with the single Higgs particle yields the value for the logarithm log10 m
SM
H [GeV] = 1:88
+0.33
−0.41,
whereas this correction basically contributes into the observed quantities due to the coupling
to the massive gauge bosons. Then, we can write down the following approximation for this








p log10 mHp [GeV];
where the factor 1
3
represents the fraction of scalar coupling in the squares of gauge boson
masses, respectively for p = t; b;  , and p stands for the possible formfactors at high










H [GeV]  1:86;
that is optimistically close to what was observed at LEP. So, the values in (41) are not in
contradiction with the current data.
Next, since we deal with the strongly coupled version of Higgs sector (remember, that
mH(v)  1267 GeV), we need more careful consideration of eective potential to take into
account the higher dimensional operators, representing the multi-higgs couplings. So, we keep
(41) as soft estimates of masses for the Higgs eldes, which implies that the decays into the
massive gauge bosons are the dominant modes for these scalar particles .
Finally, we evaluate the scale M , where the electroweak symmetry has to be exactly re-



















where b1 is model-dependent. So, in the SM b1 = −43 ng− 110 nh with ng = 3 being the number
of fermion generations, nh is the number of Higgs doublets, we obtain
MSM  2:5  1019 GeV;
when in the SUSY extension b1 = −2 ng − 310 nh, so that
MSUSY  7  1012 GeV:
Hence, we obtain the broad constraints
M = 7  1012 − 2:5  1019 GeV;
and the value strongly depends on the set of elds in the region above the cut-o . At
present, we cannot strictly draw a conclusion on a preferable point. However, we can state
that the oered mechanism for the breakdown the electroweak symmetry solves the problem
of naturalness, since the observed \low" scale of gauge boson masses is reasonably related to
the \high" scale of GUT or even Plank mass.
6 Conclusion
We have calculated the eective potential for the sources of composite operators, responsible
for the breaking down the electroweak symmetry and generation of masses for the gauge
bosons and heaviest fermions. The corresponding couplings serve as the matching values
for the quadratic and quartic constants in the potential of local Higgs elds as well as the
Yukawa interactions at the scale , which is the ultraviolet cut-o for the local theory and the
low boundary of [; M ]-range for the eective potential of sources coupled with the bi-local
composite operators of quarks and leptons. At M the local gauge symmetry is restored, so
that the eective potential is exactly equal to zero.
Posing the matching of Yukawa constant for the t-quark to the infrared xed point at
the scale , related to the gauge boson masses, we have found the M value in the range
of GUT park, which indicates the solution of naturalness. The exploration of xed points
has resulted in the following current masses of heaviest fermions: mt(mt) = 165  1 GeV,
mb(mb) = 4:18  0:38 GeV and mτ (mτ ) = 1:78  0:27 GeV. Two degenerated neutral Higgs
elds have the infrared xed mass mH = 306  5 GeV, and the third scalar has the mass
mH = 552 9 GeV. So, the estimates do not contradict with the current constraints, coming
from the experimental data.
Some questions need for an additional consideration. To the moment, discussing no possible
ways to study, we focus on the directions requiring a progress.
1. What is a picture for the generation of Yukawa constants, responsible for the masses of
\minor" fermions?
As we have supposed in the paper, three sectors of Higgs elds are coupled to the appropri-
ate heavy fermions, so that we need speculations based on a symmetry causing the minor
generations to be massless to the leading order.
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2. What are the constraints on the model parameters as follows from the current data on
the flavor changing neutral currents and precision measurements at LEP?
So, we expect that this point is not able to bring serious objections against the model, since
we do not involve any interactions distinct from the gauge ones, composing the SM.
3. The most constructive question is a supersymmetric extension of mechanism under con-
sideration. Can SUSY provide new features or yield masses of super-partners?
To our opinion, the SUSY extension is more complicated, since there are many dierent
relations between the mixtures of various sparticles, which all are expected to be essentially
massive ( ~m  ) in contrast to the SM, wherein the minor generations are decoupled from
the Higgs elds to the leading order.
4. A simple application, we think, is an insertion of the model into the TeV-scale Kaluza-
Klein ideology, being under intensive progress now [17].
So, (v) transforms its logarithmic behaviour to the power dependence on the scale. Then,
the M returns to a value not far away from the matching point   1 TeV, as it should be in
the KK approach.
Thus, we have oered the model of electroweak symmetry breaking, which provides a
positive connection to the naturalness as well as needs some deeper studies under progress.
This work is in part supported by the Russian Foundation for Basic Research, grant 99-
02-16558.
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